


The History ... A-7E In 1971 GECAvionics 
successfully integrated a raster H UD with 
aLL TVsensorforthe USN A-7E.ln 1973 
the integration was extended to 
accommodate the TRAM FLlR using an 
8751inestandardwithsymbologyoverlaid 
by analog scan conversion. This 
is the world's only combat proven 
production dual mode H U D. 

RAE Hunter This is a research 
program being conducted by RAE 
Farnborough. The HUD interfaces with 
LL TV and the GEC Avionics TICM 11 FLlR 
and gives a 625 line raster. Symbology is 
achieved by independent generators 
cursive for day, raster, with composite 
video, for night. This HUD has been the 
mai nU K development tool forfast jet night 
attack research. 

LANTIRN A major breakthrough in 
diffractive technology led to the selection 
in open competition for the USAF 
LANTIRN program. The HUDssupplied 
give massive 30° x 18° FOVs. These 
HUDs are dual mode giving full cursive 
flight symbology in raster mode which is 
written in the flyback period of the CRT. A 
525 line standard is standard convertible 
to 875 if required. 

F-16 CID The F-16 CID production 
aircraft will feature a raster and cursive 
HUD as standard fit. This HUD uses 
conventional optics and has an IFOVof 
20° x 15°. 





The Confidence ... 

Through evolutionary design m--------

Current designs have been perfected 
through 20 years of HUD development 
and production, with deliveries to date in 
excess of 5500 shipsets . All designs are 
modular in construction and feature 
extensive built in test. This equipment 
reflects the benefits gained from a 
successful Reliability Improvement 
Warranty program carried 
out forthe USAF. 

The Complete Capability ... 
These display systems are capable of 
integration with any LL TV or FLI R sensor. 
However, Marconi Avionics possess a 
total night vision systems capability, 
reflecting the state of the art in sensor and 
display technology. The displays readily 
integrate with ourTICM 11 FLlR which with 
the addition of thermal cueing provides 24 
hour mission capability. The operational 
flexibility of this package can be enhanced 
by the inclusion of 'Cats Eyes' night vision 
goggles, with their unique combination of 
see through and diffractive optics 
compatibility. 
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